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College calls for more general health insurance exemption
Catholic colleges excluded from exemption;
Brother Ron requests exemption expansion
bv Ashlev Hagin
Editor-in-Chief

Saint Mary's is currently at
odds with a federal law requiring health care plans to provide
preventive contraception.
Under the new Affordable Care
Act, signed by President Obama
in March 2010, individual and

. group health plans must cover
all FDA-approved contraceptive
and sterilization procedures or
else terminate the health care plan
altogether. Exempt from these
guidelines are religious employers; however, Catholic colleges
and universities do not fit into the

see HEAL TH, p3

OPINION: College should face reality,
support birth control among community
bv Kalle Poner
Opinion Editor

The good news: the Affordable
Care Act, or Obamacare, will
make it mandatory for all health
insurance companies to provide
their clients with FDA-approved
birth control, without co-pay or
a deductable. In essence, this law

makes birth control free. As in, it
no longer costs a thing for people
to take control of their bodies and
make sure they never have an unplanned pregnancy.
The bad news: Saint Mary's College is trying to make it so that this
portion of the law does not

see OBAMACARE, p4

(SUP)port Justice hosts week of events to fight famine
'5 Days to Fight Famine' highlights famine in East Africa, calls for student involvement
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Women's Studies
program renamed
bv Abigail Smith
Staff Writer

Women's Studies is coming
out. The program, which has
been a part of Saint Mary's since
1996, has recently gone through
a name change. What was once
only " Women's Studies" has
now expanded to "Women's and
Gender Studies," WaGS for short.
Molly Metherd, the director of
the Women's and Gender Studies
program, says that the change was
made in order to reflect what was
already being taught and to hopefully encourage men to pursue
majors and minors as well. The
program, which offers four main
courses and includes around 17
faculty members, has doubled in
size in the last five years. "The
teachers and directors are so
passionate. It's very inspiring,"
Sophomore Taelor Poncin said.
Founded in 1993, Women's
Studies was originally set up as
a minor with only two courses;
it became available as a major in
2005 . According to coordinator
Denise Witzig , the program is

see GE

Annual 'Night to
Remember' honors
Catalina Torres
bv Justher Guuerrez
Staff W riter

As hley H agin/CO LLEG IA N

bv Daniel Murphy
Contributing Writer

As an unforgiving famine rages
on in East Africa , students now
have the chance to make a difference right from campus. The
Five Days to Fight Famine event,
organized by the (SUP)port Justice

club, gives students a chance to
learn about the realities and hard
truths that are affecting thousands.
This week, a series of daily
events from 11: 30-1: 30 in Oliver
Hall will be available for the
campus community to meet and
become involved with (SUP)port
Justice. Students can pledge to

eat simple meals of rice and beans,
and even those with meal plans can
participate.
In collaboration with Slow
Food, students can gain information on access to healthy foods this
Wednesday. On Thursday "Tough
Talks," a student-led forum on
food issues, will take place from

6:30 to 7:30 in Dante 204 and is
open to anyone interested.
Brian Shaw, co-founder of
(SUP)port Justice and this week's
events, says he wants students to
gain an understanding and new
perspective of the deadly shortage

see FAMINE, p3

ASSMC town hall meeting invites student opinio~s
Academics, parking, events and tobacco-free initiative among topics discussed
bv Tori Morrison
Contributing Writer

"Voice your opinions on issues
you want to see changed this year,"
sang the fliers at Saint Mary's first
ASSMC town hall meeting on
Wednesday, October 19 at the Soda
Center. The Senate conducted the
meeting in order to offer greater
communication and support for the
student body.
"We are just here to hear your
voice," said senior Damaris Nielsen,

current student body president. Academics, parking, on-campus events,
and the new smoke-free campus
initiative were among the topics that
were discussed.
The smoke-free initiative, implemented by the Class of 2013,
hopes to transition Saint Mary's
to a smoke-free environment. Collaborating with the Health and
Wellness Center, the 2013 Class
Senate developed this initiative to

see ASSMC, p2
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This past Wednesday marked
the third year of "A Night to Remember," an annual event held
by the Women's Resource Center
and Hermanas Unidas to honor
the life of Catalina Torres, who
graduated from Saint Mary's in
2003 . At Saint Mary's, she held
leadership roles on campus as a
part of the Women's Resource
Center and Hermanas Unidas. As a survivor of domestic
violence, she spoke out against
domestic violence both on and
off campus.
However, in 2008 , Torres was
shot and killed in a domestic
violence incident.
Torres' family and friends,
along with current Saint Mary 's
students, gathered in the Women's Resource Center last week
to pay tribute to a woman who
spent much of her life helping
those who were victims of relationship violence. The evening
was filled with poetry, stories,
and memories share.d by those
who knew her.
Gabriel Rubalcava, Torres '

see TORRES, p2
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On Saturday, students and their families enjoyed the Fall
Festival which took place during Parents' Weekend.
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Moody's Investor Service, one of
the Big Three credit rating agencies,
recently confirmed Saint Mary's rating as a Baa 1, which they consider to
be a "moderate credit risk."
Before the confirmation, Saint
Mary's was placed on a 90 day watch
list that determined whether the
rating would be downgraded. The
rating affects $66 million dollar bonds
that Saint Mary's received in 2007.

Despite having a negative outlook, rates the College has ever seen.
Moody's believes that Saint Mary's
With a larger class size, Saint
will "continue to stabilize its market Mary's is able to generate more
position . . . and generate positive finances to help pay off some of
operating performance." Although the debt that the College has acthe economic crash of 2008 affected crued. With no additional debt
both the market position and the plans in the future, a change in the
enrollment numbers in the follow- College's debt structure, and a rise
ing years, Saint Mary's was able to in emollment, Peter Mitchell, the
rebound. In2009, the College created· Vice President for Finance for Saint
a plan to "attract a higher academic Mary's, believes that these changes
student profile,'' which led to a record "should position the College for a
number of applications in 2011, as future change in outlook and/ or
well as one of the lowest acceptance credit rating upgrade."

ASSMC: Students invited to Senate meetings
continued from page 1
control smoking. "We are trying to
set boundaries," said junior senator Kanan Sedani. The students'
concerns revolved around the issue
of freedom of choice: "We cannot
force it on the students," said senior
Arash Memarzadeh. The Senate
clarified by stating that the proposal will not force students to stop
smoking, but will designate specific
smoking areas.
Another issue discussed was
the perceived parking problem on
campus. Many students felt the
construction of a parking structure
would deter from the tranquil beauty
of campus. Other options includ-

ing fees, carpooling, and extending
the commuter parking lots were
debated. Chief of Public Safety
William Foley noted that there are
enough parking spots on campus
to accommodate both resident and
commuter students.
Suggestions regarding improvements in the curriculum were also
mentioned. Student Treasha Weatherspoon offered adding an intercultural dialoguing class, which helps
foster respect among individuals
and/ or groups from different cultural backgrounds but is currently
only offered in January Term, to the
regular curriculum.

Students also voiced their opinions on the registration process.
Many concerns arose regarding
holds on accounts when it came
time to register. Possible solutions
such as more email notifications and
taking initiative and communicating
with the registrar were mentioned.
ASSMC has made no plans
to host another town meeting in
the future; however, they strongly
encourage students to come to the
Senate meetings in Hagerty Lounge
on Sundays.
To voice opinions, suggestions, or
concerns, please contact the student
Senate.

Crime Beat
10/14/2011
2:19 p.m.
Incident: Information-theft
Synopsis: Attempted mail theft;
referred to Community Life
10/15/2011
11:48 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism
Synopsis: Broken window from
football in De la Salle Hall-Freshman Quad Entrance; referred to
Community Life and Facilities
Services
10117/2011
12:20 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism
Synposis: First floor hallway of
Justin Hall toilet papered; referred
to Community Life
10/17 /2011
1:33 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance

Synopsis: Student with breathing difficulty transported to John
Muir Hospital; referred to Community Life and Health & Wellness
10117 /2011
7:23 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Knife lodged in student's foot in Aquinas Hall, transported to John Muir Hospital;
referred to Community Life and
Health & Wellness
10/18/2011
6:07 p.m.
Incident: Accidental damage to
college property
Synopsis: Broken window due
to football in Assumption Hall;
referred to Community Life and
Facilities Services

10/18/2011
11:24 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation
Synopsis: Violation of Moraga's
Party Ordinance; referred to Community Life
10/19/2011
9:24 p.m.
Incident: Hate crime
Synopsis: Hateful words carved
on storage door in Delphine Intercultural Lounge; referred to the
Dean of Students
10/20/2011
10:15 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Student had seizure in
Dante Hall, transported to John
Muir Hospital; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services.

cousin, shared a photo slideshow of Torres and praised
her for being very friendly and
compassionate.
"I just want you all to remember her smile," he said.
The event ended with a candlelight vigil in front of the
chapel.
Shannon Daley, a current second-year student, thought that
the event was very powerful. "I
came in not knowing Catalina,
but I feel 100 percent closer to
the issue of domestic violence,"
she said. "I understand how it
affects everyone just by seeing
everyone in the room tonight."
Torres now has a plaque that
will be on display in the Women's Resource Center. A quote
from Torres is inscribed at the
bottom, which reads: "I give
back because of what I received.
If we don't focus on changing
society, we will never be free of
violence."

GENDER:
Program aims
to be more
inclusive
continued from page 1
about "the theories and ideas of
gender in culture." Women's and
Gender Studies covers a wide
range of topics, including women
in history, women in culture,
masculinity as well as femininity,
sexuality, and more. "It's very
expansive," Witzig said.
WaGS has also been very involved with community service in
the surrounding areas. Currently,
the program is piloting an Intro
to Women's Studies class which
involves a service learning component. Students go out into the
community and work to help fight
the issues which they have been
researching in class. "Women's
Studies and Gender Studies really
supports the Lasallian mission of
the college ... a lot of students who
go into non-profits and other service organizations through other
programs on campus would also
do well with a women's studies
degree," Witzig said. Students
with Women's and Gender Studies majors and minors go on to
become attorneys, health advisors, journalists, novelists, nurses,
business owners and much more.
The name change is not unique
to Saint Mary's; colleges all over
the U.S. have been changing the
title of their programs in order
to become more encompassing.
Myrna Santiago, who has been
with the program for ten years
and served as director, said, "the
change recognizes what we are
already doing. It is more inclusive
of everybody .. .the program has
never just been about women,
but about everyone." With the
new name change, the program
hopes to grow and educate its
students on justice, equality, and
empowerment.
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California prison hunger strike comes to an end
Department of Corrections agrees to review current solitary confinement cases
bV Angela Sterling
Staff Writer

Since July of this year, prisoners in California prisons have
been protesting the process and
conditions of solitary confinement. However, on October 13 ,
the strike was brought to an end.
Professor Ronald Ahnen of
the Politics Department at Saint
Mary 's College worked on the
mediation team, whose purpose
was to act as a liaison between
the prisoners and the California
Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) in the
interest of the prisoners.
The prisoners were protesting

the fact that there is no proof
needed to put a prisoner in solitary confinement. In addition ,
there is no way out of solitary
confinement unless the prisoner
confesses everything they know
about a gang , at which point
their life and their family 's lives
would be in danger. Therefore,
the prisoners wrote up a memo
of demands needed to be met by
the CDCR in order for the prison
strike to end. However, the CDCR
had also started writing up some
changes as well.
These changes included creating a new step-down program as
opposed to having to confess to
be released from solitary confine-

ment. The step-down program
requires prisoners to go through a
process of counseling, education,
and committing themselves to
no more gang behavior. They are
also planning on creating stricter,
behavior-based criteria to place
prisoners in solitary confinement.
The CDCR also is going to review
the cases of every prisoner currently in solitary confinement to
evaluate who should and should
not be there according to the new
changes.
After a phone conference on the
afternoon of the thirteenth with
CDCR officials, the mediation
team, prisoners, and attorneys,
agreements were made which

concluded the hunger strike. The
phone conversation ended with a
voice saying " Can we get some
lunches in here?"
Professor Ahnen reflected on
his experience of working on this
social justice issue, stating "It's
one thing to write, read , and study
politics; and then there is actually
being involved in it." Ahnen also
said that it was the combined effort of the people on the inside
and outside working together that
brought upon a solution.
Ahnen also commended the
risk taken by CDCR for letting
the mediation team be involved.
"They opened their doors and
allowed us to come in," he said.

Media Ecology Association founder visits campus
Lance Strate discusses notions of time, oral traditions' effect on human progress
bv Ashlev Sore
Staff Writer

Lance Strate, a founder of the
Media Ecology Association and
professor of communication and
media studies at Fordham University, visited Saint Mary's last
Tuesday to talk about his new
book, On the Binding Biases of
Time. Illuminating the thoughts
of influential contributors of
media ecology and general semantics, including Marshall
McLuhan, Neil Postman, Harold
Innis, and Alfred Korzybski, and
with a background in studies
including religion, self, nationalism, television, film, and science
fiction, Strate conceptualized
the notions of time and how it
has affected the progress of the
human race.

Although according to McLu- socially, politically, and ethically
han, who states that at a certain effective.
time we may have understood
While oral traditions have
the passage of time as
irreversible, and that
we would move into
the future while looking into the rearview
mirror, Strate explains a
more contemporary outlook views the present
as superior to the past,
understanding that the .,,,....,,,;:!.""'
best is yet to come. Stating that "we are losing
the distinction between
night and day, seasons
of the year, the past
Max Crowe l
and the future," Strate
emphasized the importance of balancing the past and slowly been lost in translation,
the future with the present in our culture has surrendered to
order to progress in ways that are technological advancements,

and online social mediums take
the place of the community. As a
society, we have received success
in combating prejudice, are more concerned with the notion of homeostasis,
and have progressed
through the obtainment of knowledge.
Strate concluded with
his own thoughts on
society and its progress: "We're not satisfied and we shouldn't
be, because we still
have a long way to
go; but we do have
COLLEGIAN to celebrate what We
have accomplished.
We have already come a long
way. The world is less dangerous.
There is cause for hope."

HEALTH: Exemption should apply to student plans
continued from page 1
exemption.
In a letter to the Department
of Health and Human Services,
dated August 31 , Saint Mary's
College President Brother Ronald
Gallagher expressed opposition
to the law. He stated that the
"religious employer exemption
is too narrow," and urged the
Honorable Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius to "expand the definition
of 'religious employer' to accommodate the ability of Catholic
colleges and universities to carry
out Catholic moral and social
teaching."
Gallagher's concern stems from
the fact that the law currently requires Catholic colleges and uni-

versities to pay for "contraception
and sterilization in plans offered
to both employees and students,
in violation of the Church's moral
teaching, or terminate those
health care plans, in violation of
the Church's social teaching."
The exemption applies to employers who primarily serve those
who share the Church's faith.
Gallagher argues that, under this
description, the College does not
meet the requirements. "While
certainly employing many Catholics, especially in key leadership
positions, [we] do not employ 'primarily' Catholics. Our institutions
endeavor to engage in dialogue
with all people and with all sources

of truth, rather than 'primarily'
other Catholics," he wrote.
To resolve this issue, Gallagher
suggests expanding the exemption
to include all religious institutions, instead of just employers.
"We need to make certain that
the definition is broad enough so
that institutions such as ours, that
share common religious bonds
and convictions with the Catholic
Church, are included whether
or not we necessarily have a
majority of Catholic employees
or students." He added that the
exemption should clearly apply
to not only employee health care
plans, but to student health care
plans as well .

FAMINE: Students invited to sign petition
continued from page 1
of food that is often overlooked.
"One child dies every six minutes from hunger," said Shaw,
recounting some of the most
poignant statistics he associates
with his event. "Thirteen million
people are being affected by famine
in East Africa."
Shaw and (SUP)port Justice
alike hope that through their ef-
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Calendar
Hany Potter and the Deathly
Hallows Part n
Tuesday, October 25
9:00 p.m. - 1l :00 p,m.
Hagerty Lounge
CQntact Reuben Greenwald

x4852
Fall Health Fair
Wednesday, October 26
11 :00 a.m. - 2:00 p.111.
DzydenRaU
Contact Health & Wellness
x4254

Mo:otlni Fellow Richar4
Yaaik~

Wedne$day. Octobet 26
12:40 p.m, - 2: 10 p.m..
Hagerty Lo\ulge
Contact SallY ~n
x4.406

4:00 p.m. - o:oo p.m.

Hagenytounge ,,

Contact R.ejd Davis
x8623
Midlmigftt Maduess
Wednesday,. October 26
9:.30 p.m. - l l :30 p.m.

McK.eon Pavilion
C<>ntact Stacey Nittler

x4399
New$a:ttS~

Thursday, October 27
1:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Sally Jamison
x4406

Italian American Sterotypes
Thursday, Oct9ber 27
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m,
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Joan !va Fawcett
x8317

lntegralHalfoween Social
Thursday, October 27
9:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Delphine Lounge
Contact Chris O'Steen
:x4467

Planning an event?
Wantit in The Collegian?

forts and displays, students and the
community will begin to realize
that there are people desperately
in need of help and that any small
gesture will not be ignored.
"I want to give people an idea of
a visual representation of what is
really going on and [allow them to]
wrap [their] head around it," said
Shaw. "Thirty thousand children

have been killed in three months
due to hunger. "
Throughout the week, Shaw
invites anyone concerned to sign
a petition to motivate the government to end the famine plaguing
Somalia and other East African nations. (SUP)port Justice asks those
who wish to donate money to visit
unicefusa.org and click 'Donate.'

-mail us with the details of you
event at:

collegia@stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Sorry, but due to space.
limitations we cannot list
individ:ua/ club meetings.
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OPiNloN
Population OBAMACARE: College fights birth control
shows need cont_in_ue_d_f_ro_m_ p_a_g_e _l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

to conserve
llV San DeSllltls
Assistant Opinion Editor

,,.,iie edge of the universe is 15
.l billion light years away. Our
Earth, hidden within the Milky
Way Galaxy, is not even a spec
on the sheer expansive area of the
universe. Andromeda is the closest
spiral galaxy to us at 2. 5 million light
years away.
That's it. Even as the leading researchers of the world push to seek
out suitable planets to spread out our
growing population, the possibility
of us finally setting a foot on that
planet is very small. It's about as
likely as Spock appearing and inviting us to come live on Vulcan.
Earth will receive its 7 billionth
inhabitant on October 31 (now that
is a frightening Halloween) as the
sixth largest species extinction crisis
accelerates, non-renewable energy
resources continue to be depleted,
and industrial pollutants continue to
dirty the air. More and more natural
habitats and forests are destroyed to
accommodate the growing sprawl
of human life. And yet, as we reach
that milestone, we should turn away
from the many problems it poses and
focus on the countless opportunities
we have to make a difference. After
all, this is our only Earth.
It's time to face the facts: We
are living unsustainably. "Every
day, this planet has to deal with
an additional 250,000 people that
weren't there before, and it simply
can't sustain the strain that puts on
species, food and water, and natural
ecosystems," said Randy Serraglio,
overpopulation campaign coordinator for the Center of Biological
Diversity.
Unfortunately, people continue to
live in ignorance of the effects they
have on the earth. Overpopulation
and overconsumption rarely find
themselves in the daily conversation
at the dinner table, so this is a crucial
time for citizens and community
leaders alike to become educated on
the environment. Understanding is
the first step to action.
Understand this - even though
some may claim the population
will level off and that we will be
able to continue living comfortably
on Earth, this is very untrue. If
the population continues to grow
unchecked, people will continue to
greedily take resources.
This is our call to action - we have
the responsibility to empower ourselves and others through informed
choices. With the right education
and encouragement, the youth of
these 7 billion people can work
together to create healthier lives for
the Earth and future generations.
Though we may be alone in the
galaxy we are not alone on this
planet. With a brotherhood of 7
billion people soon to be sharing
our planet, we need to rely on each
other more than ever. "Human
beings were built for community .. .
for real connection ... We need that
kind of community to slow down
the environmental changes coming
at us, and ...to survive the changes
we can't prevent." - Bill McKibben

apply to their insurance. As the
law stands, the insurance provided by colleges is required to
follow the birth control requirement, whether those institutions
have religious affiliation or not.
In order to circumvent this,
the President of Saint Mary's,
Brother Ron, wrote a letter to
the Health and Human Services
Department in opposition to the
law in an attempt to change it.
For those of you unaware of
Catholic doctrine, the Catholic
Church opposes birth control
methods because it prevents
God from implementing His
will upon mankind. By allowing
people to choose when and how
many children they will have,
they take power away from God
and stop His plan from coming
to fruition. Thus, the only kind
of birth control the Church endorses is the rhythm method, and
states that sex should only be had
within marriage.
With this in mind, it's easy
to see how the Affordable Care
Act places Saint Mary 's College
in a dilemma. But the reality
is that the school 's opposition
to the law is unlikely to affect
most students ; many of them

are covered by their parent's
insurance and choose to waive
the insurance provided by the
school. However, it does bring up
the topic of birth control and our
college's lack of support for it.
Now keep in mind, Saint
Mary's is already extremely liberal for a Catholic institution.
Even though there are no condoms in the Health and Wellness
Center, the Gay-Straight Alliance is one of the school's largest
clubs and we are one of the only
Catholic colleges in the USA
where the Vagina Monologues
are allowed to be performed. I
applaud Brother Ron for working so hard to create an inclusive community at our school,
despite opposition from alumni
and outside forces. I have greatly
appreciated the more liberal
atmosphere during my time as a
student here, especially coming
from an extremely conservative
Catholic high school.
But as a college and a community of young people, Saint
Mary's cannot afford to ignore
the birth control issue. The
Church's basis for their stance
on birth control is that sex only
happens within marriage. Thus,

if the rhythm method fails , the
pregnancy and resulting child
exist in a stable situation. So, the
Catholic Church's opposition to
birth control would be fine, if sex
only happened within marriage.
It doesn't. The vast majority
of people in America choose to
have sex before marriage, anp
pretending premarital sex doesnt.t
happen causes more problems
than it helps. Yes, you can
abstinence-only education programs, but as a person who was
once Pure By Choice, I can tell
you that they do not work. Saint
Mary's needs to face the reality
that most of their students are
unmarried and sexually active.
Now, young women in college
are the group that needs birth
control the most. If they were
to get pregnant at that age, they
wouldn't have the money to raise
a child, and may not be in a stable relationship with the father.
This is also the point where they
are trying to shape their futures,
something that could be derailed
with a pregnancy. As a result of
these factors, many women who
get pregnant in college end up
having abortions . It's a very unfortunate last resort , but it's the

try

only option many women have.
Which is why birth control for
young women is so important.
The truth is, the only way to
stop abortion is to stop unwanted
pregnancies. You can try to reach
out to pregnant women considering the option and talk them
out of it, but you're getting to
them too late. They're already
pregnant. If we simply educated
people about responsible contraceptive use, unplanned premarital pregnancies would become a
thing of the past, and so would
abortions.
Saint Mary's needs to step up
and start promoting contraceptive use in our school. I know
this will be difficult. It's hard
when moral values and practical situations don't coincide,
especially when an institution is
under public scrutiny like Saint
Mary's is . However, the way
that young people relate to sex
and pregnancy is changing, and
the Catholic teachings on those
subjects have become outdated
as our culture has progressed. If
the school wants to become proactive and stop a lot of problems,
they must change their stance on
birth control.

Stopping education one immigrant at a time
Alabama immigration law causes school attendance to plummet
bv Anthonv Goni
Chief Copy Editor

he state of Alabama was
going downhill , fast : the
state's schools were horribly
overpopulated with children
eager to learn, the farms were
harvesting at a rate that was despicably efficient, and businesses
had hardworking employees
who were so cruel as to show up
on time for work.
As a remedy to these maladies, the sympathetic state of
Alabama passed the BeasonHammon Alabama Taxpayer
and Citizen Protection Act, or
HB56 as it's shortened. This
law has a number of interesting points such as: turning the
crime of applying for a driver's
license if you are not a legal US
citizen into a felony, barring
children who are here illegally
from public colleges, and making businesses "E-verify" their
employees to test their citizenship. In the act of making it a
felony for an illegal immigrant
to apply for a drivers' license, the
state of Alabama has made this
seemingly minor crime the near
legal equal of other felonies ,
such as murder, rape , robbery
and arson. It's easy to view a
list of felonies and see which
one of these is not like the other,
and then puzzle over the strange
severity of applying for a drivers '
license. However, my main gripe
with this Alabama law has to be
the stipulations regarding education and illegal aliens.
Parents are not only barred
from sending their children to
publicly owned colleges (Sec-

T
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tion 8) , but they also run into
roadblocks for sending their
younger children to elementary,
middle, and secondary schools.
Section 28 al of HB56 states,
" Every public elementary and
secondary school in this state,
at the time of enrollment in
kindergarten or any grade in
such school, shall determine
whether the student enrolling in public school was born
outside the jurisdiction of the
United States or is the child of
an alien not lawfully present in
the United States and qualifies
for assignment to an English as
Second Language class or other
remedial program."
All schools are required to
determine the citizenship status

of their students. This means
that parents must provide the
original birth certificate for
school officials to review. School
districts must then compile the
information gathered by their
birth certificate inquiries and
relay this information to the
State Legislature. This data will
then allow the state government
to keep tabs on the distribution
of illegal aliens and eventually
enact harsher laws in the future.
In reaction to the increased
investigations of children in
schools , many children have
been withdrawn from classes .
When speaking with ABC News,
a spokesperson for Huntsville,
Alabama City Schools stated
that of 1,435 Hispanic students

enrolled in their district, 207
were absent on the day the law
took effect. This is the affect
that HB56 was desired to create,
freeing up education for legal
citizens. Parents fear that their
children will be discriminated
against in schools.
This doesn't feel like the right
thing to do , though; making
education more difficult for children to attain doesn't seem like
the right way to create positive
change with regards to illegal
aliens. Now there are a bunch
of children sitting around, doing
nothing productive. This lack of
education makes illegal aliens
all the more easily oppressed in
the future, and will prevent them
from becoming true citizens.
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I like cigarettes, and smoking is my choice Occupy
Saint Mary's new outdoor tobacco policy impedes on my rights movement
by Corey Fedor
Staff Writer

'11 spare you all the reasons why I actually love
to smoke. They are irrelevant
for what we are talking about,
because the passion I have for
smoking has little to do with an
individuals' right to smoke a cigarette. Yes, they are bad for you .
They will chemically addict you,
and they will probably kill you
if you smoke enough of them .
But the key word here is you, it's
a personal choice. If reasonably
sane, able-minded people want to
kill or harm themselves from the
inside, especially using legal, sold
at 7-11 methods, they should be
able to do that without condemnation. The job of the authorities
is to keep us from harming each
other, not ourselves.
What anti-smokers don't understand is that most smokers
simply don't care how healthy
they are. It's just not important
to them , which is a concept that
non-smokers can't (or won't)
comprehend. There 's a million other ways to die, which
don't have anything to do with
smoking cigarettes , and that
could happen to anyone at any
moment. As smokers say, "Life
should not be a journey to the

I

grave with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty and well
preserved body, but rather to skid
in broadside in a cloud of smoke,
thoroughly used up, totally worn
out, and loudly proclaiming
'Wow! What a Ride!"'

the effects and unpleasantness
of second-hand smoke, and not
the assumption that smokers are
unaware of the health risks they
are exposing themselves to. Yes,
there is a detriment done to nonsmokers by second-hand smoke.

Although last week 's article
on the "Tobacco Free Campus
Movement" did not say explicitly, I'm sure that the foundation
for such a movement is built on

Smoking bans on airplanes, in
restaurants, and in classrooms
are completely acceptable. Those
are places that non-smokers are
forced to be in. But in outdoor

arenas, how can you honestly say
that you are subjecting others to
your smoke cloud? Non-smokers
have the right and the ability to
avoid smokers if they want to.
If the school were to install nosmoking signs in certain high
traffic areas, for instance outside
of Saga, or in front of the library,
I don't think any of us smokers
could argue with that. But the
"Second Phase" of the "Tobacco
Free Campus Movement" which
will create designated smoking
areas, will be a complete eradication of tobacco products on campus. If I light up in the middle
of a large outdoor area with no
walls or ceilings, how can you
say tharI am subjecting others to
my awful habit and how can you
deny me the right to participate
in a completely legal act?
I'll tell you why there is currently no strong policy regarding
smoking on this campus. It is
because the majority of people
simply don't care. So please, Peer
Health Leaders, Health Department faculty, joggers, Whole
Foods shoppers, don't take away
something us smokers love to do
simply because you don't do it.
"Our choice is what we choose to
do, and if it's causing no harm, it
shouldn't bother you. "

Gaddafi's dead: what's next for Libyan people?
Country's new government has long road towards national stability
by Sara Desantis
Assistant Opinion Editor

he declaration of Muammar
Gaddafi's death on Sunday,
October 23 begins the evolution
of a liberated Libya, still fraught
with uncertainty and unbalanced
feelings after an eight-month civil
war. Only hours after the official
release of the dictator's autopsy,
Mustafa Abdul-Jalil, Libya's transitional government leader, declared
emancipation and an end to the
war.
Libya joins ranks with other victors of the Arab Spring - Tunisia,
which began the mass protests
nearly a year ago, has taken the
biggest step towards democracy

T

by holding is first free vote for an
assembly. Egypt is scheduled next
to hold its parliamentary elections.
Cheering crowds packed Libya's
capitol, Benghazi. As the people
waved flags, sang, and shot off
rounds on their machine-guns,
Abdul-Jalil spoke of freedom and
gave a prayer of thanks. After the
bloodiest battles of the Arab Spring,
the people of Libya and the people
of the many other nations who followed the fight are happily awaiting
a brighter future for the democratizing country. However, even with all
the celebrating, every silver lining of
a revolution has its cloud and Libya
still has a very long way to go before
the country is truly balanced.
Much of the uncertainty of how

Libya will progress lies with the
death of its dictator. Supposedly,
Gaddafi had been captured, alive
but injured, then killed later in
crossfire. However, recent footage
of the dictator, his son, and his
supporters being beaten, and the
autopsy results of Gaddafi being
shot in the head paint a different
picture of how the man really died.
Revolutionaries claimed that the
dictator got what he deserved, but
the United Nations and other political leaders remain apprehensive.
"Finding out how they died
matters," said Sarah Leah Whitson
of Human Rights Watch, "It will
set the tone for whether the new
Libya will be ruled by law or by
summary violence." A new era of

the promise for peace and equality
will not come if the people are still
wrapped in their hatred for Gaddafi and his supporters. The time
of fighting is over, and the Libyan
people must now work together to
ensure that their hopes and dreams
of democracy in their control will
become real.
The question of establishing laws
leads Libya to another obstacle
they must overcome in order to
ensure democracy takes root in the
country. On Sunday, Abdul-Jalil
said that Islamic Sharia law would
be used as the main source for all
legislation being created, and any
laws that contradicted Islamic law
would be nullified.
Sharia law is also used in Egypt,
one of Libya 's fellow liberated
countries of the Arab Spring. However, these laws are very secular as
the old Islamic laws have trouble
connecting to all aspects of modern
day life. If Libya is trying to establish a democracy similar to those
of the western nations, reliance
on secular laws would only inhibit
the ability of the people to freely
express their needs for the future
leaders of the government to fulfill.
Now, as the Libyan people file
past the dead body of Muammar
Gaddafi, which is being held in a
meat freezer in a super market, the
rest of the world awaits the results
of this tumultuous and bloody war.
The graduation of Libya and other
countries from the Arab Spring is
an exciting and hopeful prospect,
but there are still many barriers to
overcome before the people will be
satisfied with their new democracy.

goes global
by Juslher Gutierrez
Staff Writer

The people of America aren't
l. the only ones who are angry about the economic inequality within our society. The Occupy
movement has made its way onto 82
countries, with its protestors taking
issue not only with the economy,
but also with the problems specific
to their country. From education to
food prices to child care, the Occupy
movement allows participants to
voice their concerns and bring these
issues to attention. Many people
have expressed excitement over the
fact that Occupy has gone global;
after all, if over 900 cities around
the world have chosen to join the
movement, it seems that the system
is indeed broken and needs fixing.
Score 1 for Occupy and none for the
banks, the government, the corporations, and all of the various machines
that the protestors continue to rage
against, right?
Not quite. Occupy Rome was recently in the news due to their march
turning violent. On October 15, the
day of global protest, a violent minority of rioters took control of the
march and began hurling rocks at
windows and setting vehicles on fire.
Not surprisingly, Fr. Federico Lombardi, director of the Vatican press
office, condemned the violence of
the march and the rioters that created
the chaos. The violence of the march
placed an unfortunate mark on the
Occupy movement, but it was an occurrence that was out of the control
of the original demonstrators.
Unplanned occurrences such as
the rioters in Rome pose a major
threat to the movement. Luckily, the
incident did not completely mar the
image of the movement, but misinformation surrounding the violence
still exists. This is problematic, as
misinformation can delegitirnize a
movement, and the issue of economic inequality is simply too important
to dismiss.
Consider how Occupy Wall Street
represents itself: a working group
dedicated to creating positive media
about the demonstration. All demonstrators are given the chance to
shape the image of the movement
thanks to the extensive online presence of Occupy on various social
media platforms such as Twitter,
Facebook, and Tumblr. The global
movement would do well to follow
the example laid out by the demonstrators at Occupy Wall Street.
It's a good thing that the demonstrators of Wall Street have made
resources readily available on various
websites in order to support others
who are looking to Occupy. The
information age we live in is responsible for how the movement caught
fire, and now it seems that it will be
responsible for keeping that fire alive.
Self-representation is key. While the
global span of Occupy makes this
difficult, the span itself is a testament
to the shared discontent of all people
around the world, and it serves as
further proof that systemic change
needs to happen - for the betterment
of all people, all over the world.
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Coldplay's fifth album impresses Johnny English a flop
I

Stadium anthems and darker tracks will please fans Slapstick humor not worth the price
bV Sara Desantis
Assistant Opinion Editor

Cold play

MyloXyloto

Three years after the release
of their last Grammy-winning
album, Coldplay brings us Mylo
Xyloto, a departure from the
'Coldplay norm' of adventurous,
musically diverse songs packaged
irito epic albums. Mylo Xyloto
itself is an epic album of expansive, synthesized orchestrations,
but it is decidedly un-Coldplay irI
its lack of innovation and eagerto-please sound that caters to the
preference of pop lovers. However, after several listens, the album
grows on you with the typical,
pleasirig atmosphere that Coldplay brilliantly devises.
The album opens with "Mylo
Xyloto," a forty-three second
instrumental blend of synthesizers, electric guitar, and tinkling
xylophones that all lead up to
the first thunderous anthem,
"Hurts Like Heaven." This song
is full of poppy rhythm that has
the listener tappirig along with
the upbeat tempo. Catchy elec-

tric guitar riffs deliver the ubiquitous Coldplay 'stadium anthem'
sound.
There are irI fact multiple
grand anthems on the album that
all share a similar hopeful and
pop-music quality that - though
they have the rare element of beirig an actual Coldplay song you
can dance to - fall short in their
diversity of style. Another disappoiritirig aspect is the dismayirig
absence of Chris MartirI's stellar piano riffs, some of the most
famed being from past songs
"Clocks" and "Speed of Sound"
- memorable, lingeririg melodies
that are an obvious and lackirig
feature of this album.
Even though Mylo Xyloto
brings out a new side of Coldplay's music, some of its songs
still recall past albums, such as
"Charlie Brown," which delivers a likable chorus and similar
Oriental beats as irI Viva La Vida.
"Don't Let It Break Your Heart,"
even though it is only one of the
many strong anthems on the album, has the classic Coldplay
sound: huge and boomirig, with
sweepirig guitar riffs.
"Princess of Chiria," the
highly hyped duo between Coldplay and Rihanna, is an iritense

combiriation of synthesizers and
a heavy beat that will have listeners bobbirig their heads up and
down to the club-like feel. This
strong song is followed by "Up
in Flames," an attempt to calm
down the album before the finale.
Unfortunately, this song is forgettable with a repetitive and boring
beat and an equally boring, melancholy tone.
For darker, grittier songs that
evoke the less anthem-reliant
Coldplay songs, "Major Mirius"
is the most unique track on the
album, with an angry-soundirig
guitar solo and hauntirig lyrics
that reflect thoughts of the 'Big
Brother' government, especially
when MartirI sings, "you got one
eye watchirig you .. .it's us against
the world."
Overall, Mylo Xyloto does not
live up to its musically inspiririg
and unique predecessors. However, Coldplay succeeds irI delivering their classic anthem ballads
that eventually grab hold of the
listener and will surely be dazzling live irI concert.

by Jen Peng
Staff Writer

Johnny English Reborn, while
not as good as the origirial, still
provides a moderate source of
laughter. Rowan Atkinson is not
only the star, but easily the funniest person irI the movie. His ability
to manipulate his face with ease
has not only made him famous
worldwide (think Mr. Bean), but
irI terms of laughter, his comical
expressions are the extent of comedy irI the movie.
Though it's rated PG, there are
sexual jokes incorporated irito the
script here and there, and while
majority of the comedy beirig
produced from the movie is slapstick, Atkirison manages to make
the audience smile every so often
with how he translates the script

Grade: B+
Download: "Major Mirius"
and "Don't Let It Break Your
Heart"

irito dialogue.
Walkirig irito the movie, I already knew I wouldn't be leaving
with the feeling of being blown
away or impressed, but I was disappoirited that it grew very boririg
at times; it was quite long for an
action comedy.
The first Johnny English was a
comedy based off the Bond franchise. There are many scenes irI
the sequel that imitate Bond action scenes, but of course they
are a lot more sedated, slow, and
don't get the adrenalirie pumpirig.
Unfortunately, Reborn isn't a
movie that will keep you laughing
through out the duration of its
play. While it will make you smile
every so often, it's not worth your
money for a comedy.
Grade: D+

Photo courtesy of movienewz.com

Transcending the everyday at Ananda Village
Spiritual communityliving provides introspection, relaxation in the Sierras
bVNikolas Bunton
Contributing Writer

Whenever I'm remirided of
transcendentalism and the philosophies of Emerson, Thoreau
and Whitman-irituitives who
used art and narrative to express
the truths they discovered through
nature as they struggled for epiphany and understandirig-I always
find myself irispired to run out
my front door, beeline to the nearest thicket of wilderness, throw
together a makeshift shack, and
escape society's artificial grip on
the human spirit, replacirig it with
a life set to the harmonious tune
of nature, free and unencumbered
by external pressures like, say,
midterms. Then, with the frigid
touch of my door handle, reality
kicks irI, and once agairI I find the
whole concept of a life wholly immersed irI nature to be completely
beyond my reach and, paradoxically, impractical.
Though many admire and even
crave takirig up a transcendentalist
mode of life, the majority of people are not willirig to make that
seemirigly unrealistic jump from
admiration to action; and reasonably so, sirice if a person were
to truly tackle a Thoreau-esque
sojourn irito nature, they would
be adopting a joyful yet meager
subsistence of iritense rumiriation
and seclusion.
When that wildly impulsive
transcendental whim overcomes
me, I find myself subconsciously
surveyirig Moraga's sleepy hills
for a niche to squat. However, a
little place called Ananda allows
me to rest assured irI the fact that
I don't have to give up my entire
life irI the pursuit of a more literal
version of the ideal transcenden-

tal lifestyle. Ananda-Sanskrit for
"ultimate bliss"-is a collection of
spiritual communities, ashrams,
schools and retreats spread across
the globe that live based off the
metaphysical teachirigs of Parmahansa Yogananda, an Indian
yogi and promirient metaphysician who immigrated to America
irI 1920 to spread the radically liberatirig practice of meditation and
Kriya Yoga. Ananda's meditation communities are few and far
between, with locations irI India,
Italy, and the United States. The
closest location is the Ananda Village nestled irI the Sierras near Nevada City, about a three-hour drive
from the Bay Area.
Roused to action by a spirituality course here at Sairit Mary's, as
well as my expansive experiences
meditating with Brother Camillus,
I stumbled upon the Ananda community and, subsequently, found
the practical yet satisfyirig spiritual
path that I had been longirig for.
In an effort to iristigate a deeper
understandirig of Thoreau's experience irI the only appropriate
way-by tasting first-hand the
beauties of a simple life built upon
and around nature and its irifinite
wonders-I left for the far-flung
woodlands of the Ananda Village
and Meditation Retreat. Whether
I would chance upon the visceral
irisights of Thoreau, I had no idea;
but at the very least, I thought, I
would stumble across some kirid of
modern-day Thoreau, trekking his
way through an elder woodland.
And irideed, to my great fortune, I
happened upon a flourishirig community of Emersons, Whitmans
and Thoreaus, all livirig together,
simply, and irI peaceful unison.
Plungirig themselves deep irito a

pure state of nature untouched by
the man-made tumors of monotonous housirig developments and
ubiquitous fast food joirits, these
modern American mystics-much
like the older, more celebrated generation of transcendentalists-tap
irito nature's iritrinsic power, both
irI terms of the lessons it has to
teach and the unparalleled benefits
it has to give.
"At Ananda I was first exposed
to an incredibly deep spiritual life
where I could experience tremendous freedom and joy-not only
as an iridividual, but irI a community," explairis Badri Matlock, a
member of Ananda's Inspiration
House for young adults. With
his calmirig eyes, passionate spirit
and ever-ecstatic idiosyncrasies,
Badri epitomizes what is iricreasirigly becomirig a new generation
of transcendentalism, carrying
with him that same sense of ethereal peace that I felt exudirig from
his inner-core, overflowing irito
my own.
"Ananda has changed my life irI
countless ways. I grew up from a
relatively great upbringirig irI publie schools and college, with some
wonderful family and friends and
life experiences," Badri expressed
during my most recent visit to
Ananda over the midterm break.
"Now I have hundreds of deeply
irispiririg, very wise, and very vibrant friends of all ages, all around
the world, doirig all kirids of excitirig and wonderful thirigs to serve
others and change the world irI a
very positive direction."
Workirig hands-on with the
community, Badri finds balance
irI the simple yet iritense lifestyle,
with his typical day startirig out
with an hour or two of meditation,

followed by takirig part irI various
jobs like carpentry and natural
buildirig, organic farmirig, and
planning travel and outreach to
share community, the arts, and basic spiritual livirig. "We often have
group meditations, and group
meals with many of our great
friends and family here, usually
several times per week," Badri told
me when describirig an average
day at Ananda. "In the evenirigs
there is almost always somethirig
goirig on: music, theater, volleyball, classes, meditations, all kirids
of other fun and irispiririg events.
It never stops! That's why to us,
God is: Existence, Consciousness,
Bliss. Or by another definition:
ever-existirig, ever-conscious, evernew joy!"
Passionate, determiried, evercontent and wise with fresh irItuition, Badri recommends for
anyone iriterested irI meditation
or Ananda to take a look at their
website (ananda.org/ananda/vil!age), or more importantly, to read
Yogananda's Autobiography of
a Yogi "with an open mirid and
open heart, it has the power to
change your life."
Much like transcendentalist
self-studies, Badri explairied, Yogananda advocated "self-realization": self-discovery, self-reliance,
self-improvement, etc. Just as Emerson and Thoreau thought peopie's lifestyles were drawirig them
away from the natural .rhythms
of life that, accordirig to them,
encouraged qualities of peacefulness, contentment, stillness, contemplation and appreciation, Yogananda immigrated to the United
States to teach the art of self-realization. His guru, while admiring
the inherently American nature

of outward iridividuality, believed
that Americans were out of touch
with their inner selves and lacked
the means and techniques of accessirig them.
"Emerson, and likely many
other American mystics, actually discovered the Vedas and
other spiritual doctrines from the
East and iricorporated what they
learned irito their work. In fact,
many of Emerson's writings are
directly based on India's expression of Sanatan Dharma, often
usirig Vedic terms and symbols to
explairI thirigs," Badri commented. Instead of comparing and
contrasting the fine details of transcendentalism with their specific
spiritual tendencies, residents and
members of Ananda recognize
that the teachirigs of Yogananda
and the revelations of the American mystics both expressed the
same truths irI different ways.
"The transcendentalists have a
movement, and much subsequent
criticism, discourse and response
to their work that has made their
genuirie spiritual discoveries seem
like academic coiriage," Badri
· "Yiogananda was an enexp1a!IlS,
lightened master who could express truths clearly and consciously. He wasn't discovering thirigs for
the first time, merely relating truth
as he directly perceived it from its
eternal source."
It's not that Ananda is the spiritual path or the be-all end-all irispiration for everyone; it's simply an
iricredibly irispiririg way to deeply
experience the Divirie, all the while
mairitairiirig a completely practical
approach to life irI science, the arts,
education, busiriess, and family.
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Volleyball splits games with Dons and Lions

MBBALL:Young talent shines

Saint Mary's will next travel to San Diego to face Toreros

continued from page 8

bV Emilio Buenrostro and
Jamie Douglas
Staff Writers

The women's volleyball team
recorded their fourth West Coast
Conference win last Thursday after defeating the University of San Francisco Dons.
It took only four sets (25-22,
18-25, 25-19, 25-20) for Saint
Mary's to triumph over the
Dons at USF's War Memorial Gym in San Francisco.
The first set was a tightly
contested one, as both teams
fought valiantly. Saint Mary's
came up strong during the most
crucial part of the game. With
both teams tied at 21, sophomore outside hitter Jordan Shaw
recorded three-straight kills to
give the Gaels a 24-22 advantage.
Middle blocker Gabby Jolly gave
the Gaels the first match with
her own kill down the middle.
Despite an early lead from
Saint Mary's, the Dons eventually took complete control over
the second set winning 25-18.
In the third set, the Gaels found

themselves trailing early. However, fueled by juniors Lauren
Corp and Gabby Jolly, Saint
Mary's was able to start up a rally
that ultimately gave them the set,
25-19.
Jordan Shaw recorded her 11 'h
kill of the night in order to give
Saint Mary's a 3-1 advantage in
the match. Although USF threatened in the fourth set, the Gaels
ended up winning the set with
ease, 25-20.
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Two days later, the Gaels rallied back and forth in a tense
five game match against Loyola
Marymount University Saturday,
ultimately falling to the Lions in
a close finish with a final score of
2-3 (25-20, 21-25, 24-26, 25-16,
17-19).
For the second time this season,

the Gaels came away with a loss
after leading the match in both
kills and hitting percentage. The
Gaels (10-12, 4-6 WCC) have
been solid in their aggressive
serving this season, but had an
uncharacteristic 14 service errors
that contributed to their loss.
Jordan Shaw led Saint Mary's
with 20 kills for the night, while
Gabby Jolly finished with 15 kills,
though still this wasn't enough for
them to overtake the Lions, who
matched the Gaels closely in kills.
The first three games were
equally matched in rallies, and the
fourth game proved to be a powerhouse effort from Saint Mary's.
The Gaels tallied five blocks in
the fifth game alone, giving them
a promising start. They seemed to
be on their way to a win, when the
Lions rallied to tie the game and
eventually win it with an intense
battle for the last few points.
Saint Mary's will continue their
season on Wednesday, October
26 when the Gaels take on No.
16 San Diego at Jenny Craig
Pavilion in San Diego.

man Brad Waldow looked impressive as he scored a few baskets for
the white squad.
In the second half, the Gaels mixed
up the teams and allowed for even
more balanced scoring between the
players. Many of the non-rotation
players from last season's squad impressed as every player on the team
scored at least one basket.

Overall, many of the Gaels impressed from outside shooting even
though there were a few glimpses of
some sloppy play. They will have
less than two weeks remaining of
practice before the season begins on
November 11.
An official Gael basketball preview will be available in next
week's issue.

Pursue
Your
Passion
Earn a Graduate Degree
in Education or Public Health
Touro University's master's degree and credential
programs ore looking for motivated students with
a desire to serve, to teach and to lead. Now is
the time to learn more at our information nights.

NFL: Bay Area should see playoffs this season

Wednesday, Oct. 5: Graduate School of Education

continued from page 8

Wednesday, Nov. 9: Master of Public Health Program

6 pm, Lander Hall, 1310 Club Drive, Vallejo 94592
6 pm, Farragut Inn Ballroom, 1750 Club Drive, Vallejo 94592

Wednesday, Nov. 16: Graduate School of Education
6 pm, Lander Holl, 1310 Club Drive, Vollejo 94592

RSVP at info@tu.edu or drop in
Graduate School of Education programs:
23 MA degree and credential programs in education,
including teaching, special education and administration.

Public Health Program:
Moster of Public Health (MPH) with Specializations
in Community Health and Global Health

41)
TOURO UNIVERSITY
CALIFORNIA

1310 Club Drive, Vallejo, CA 94592 I (707) 638·5200 I tu.edu
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Jordan Shaw
Courtesy of graphicshunt.com and examiner.com

Darren McFadden leads the Raiders No. 1 rushing in the NFL while Patrick Willis leads the 49ers and one of the
best rushing defenses in the NFL.

for real. Who knew the 49ers
could win behind Alex Smith,
who after six-plus years of torture is finally having somewhat
of a breakout season.
As for the Raiders, they have
one of the best running back
threats in Darren McFadden
and rank second in the league
in overall yards per game. Yet,
the quarterback situation will
get tricky with the injury to Jason Campbell, and people have
questioned the trade for Carson
Palmer who has been up and
down in recent years. But anything the Raiders organization
does is questionable, so why is
this an different?

As for the rest of the season,
the schedule favors the Niners
who only have to play on the
East Coast two more times and
have to play five more games
against the very weak NFC
West. The Raiders have the opposite as their easy part of the
schedule is over and will have
to travel to the East Coast four
more times.
I predict the Niners will finish the regular season with an
11-5 record and win the NFC
West. These may not be the
same 49ers of the late 1980s who
began one of the best dynasties
of all of sports history, but they
ood hands under Jim

Harbaugh.
The Raiders will finish with
an 10-6 record even without Jason Campbell despite Sunday's
loss to the Chiefs. It will just
take time for Palmer to get used
to a new offense before they will
get back on track to compete in
the AFC West.
If both teams just keep doing
what they are doing and not get
over-confident, each will finish
stronger than experts ever would
have thought. For the first time
in many years, Bay Area football fans should be excited for
an NFL season and be proud
to represent their teams comes
la off time.

Volleyball
Shaw had 18 kills
and 10 digs in a
3-1 win over San
Francisco and
added 20 kills and
11 digs in a loss
to Loyola Marymount.
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Women's soccer edged by No. 4 Pepperdine Is Bay Area
Gaels have rough week, lose to Toreros and Waves NFL football back?
Teams are
proving they
deserve playoffs
bv George Robles
Sports Editor
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Jordan Marada and the Saint Mary's Gaels will look to rebound in their match against USF on Sunday.

by OJ.Bowen
Staff Writer

We've all heard the saying,
"Take it with a grain of
salt," but Saint Mary's head
coach Kai Edwards took it
to a whole new level. After a
tough weekend featuring a pair
of 2-1 losses to West Coast
Conference foes, Edwards was
only positive about the results.
"We aren't even going to
look at today's game tape," he
commented, noting that his
sights were on the future after
being dealt a combination of
a tough travel schedule and

playing the nation's fourth best
team, Pepperdine, at home. "The
travel schedule in this conference
sucks, but it is what it is."
In Friday's match, the Gaels
travelled to San Diego and lost
in overtime, 2-1. The match
was their third overtime match
in conference, posting a 0-1-2
record in those games. Right
before halftime, the Saint Mary's
dynamic duo connected again.
Christina Tognetti scored from
a Jordan Marada assist in the
45th minute to tie the match.
It was Marada's tenth assist
and Tognetti's seventh goal.

Unfortunately, the Torreros
had a corner kick opportunity
in the 98th minute and
tallied the winning score.
San Diego took six more shots (148) and five more corner kicks (6-1).
In Sunday's match against
the elite No. 4 Waves team,
Saint Mary's excelled for
periods of time. "At moments
we played well. .. It was
impressive character-wise."
Pepperdine notched their two
scores in the first half, and the
Gaels fought back the entire
second half. As opposed to
a similar situation earlier in

the season against Portland,
Edwards did not drastically push
the front line forward and as a
result, the Gaels failed to score
until the 86th minute. Again,
the duo connected, but this time
Tognetti assisted on Marada's
ninth score of the season.
The Waves took more shots (177) and took more corner kicks
(11-2). At the end of the weekend,
the Gaels' record stands at 9-7-2
overall and 0-5-1 in the wee.
Next weekend, Saint Mary's
will go to San Francisco on
Sunday to face the Dons in their
final road match of the season.

For the past eight or so years,
professional football in the Bay
Area has flat-out sucked. The
49ers and Raiders had turned
losing into an art form, leaving
many of their fans questioning
why they were still following such
horrendous teams. The team's inability to have good quarterbacks
has been one of the many reasons
why the Niners and Raiders have
had some of the worst offensive
struggles in the NFL.
From Alex Smith throwing
more interceptions than he can
count, to JaMarcus Russel being
the biggest bust in NFL history,
both organizations had looked as
if they had simply given up. But
this was until the 2011 offseason
when the Niners replaced their
head coach for the fifth time in
eight years and the Raiders for
some reason fued theirs as well,
even after their best season in recent memory where they finished
8-8 in 2010.
The 49er Faithful and Raider
Nation can proudly say that their
teams are back.
Last week, both teams pulled
off some of the most dramatic
victories that would not have been
possible in any of the previous
eight years. For the first time in
a long time, Bay Area football
played with heart.
The Niners were the first team
since the late 1990s that won
three consecutive East Coast road
games within four weeks. That in
itself proves that these 49ers are
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Gaels men's Basketball hosts inter-squad scrimmage
Blue team plays White team in season preview in McKean Pavilion over weekend
bv George Robles
Sports Editor

Jordan Page and the men's basketball team played a scrimmage, giving fans a preview of the upcoming season.

The Saint Mary's men's basketball team hosted a first ever
inter-squad Blue versus white
scrimmage on Sunday afternoon
in McKean Pavilion. It was the
first glimpse Gaels fans got to see
the team play each other before
the season begins in just a few
weeks.
The game began with sophomore Stephen Holt, juniors
Matthew Dellavedova, Mitchell
Young, Kyle Rowley and senior
Rob Jones in the blue uniforms,
all of whom are projected to start
in the regular season. The white
jersey team consisted of freshmen Jordan Giusti, Brad Waldow,
Eividas Petrulis, redshirt sopho-

more Beau Levesque and junior
transfer Matt Hodgson, who are
all expected to be reserves.
Right off the bat the white team
was keeping pace with the blues
as freshman walk-on Jordan Giusti stood his ground against the
more experienced Stephen Holt,
as he scored a few early baskets
to pace the white team. Balanced
scoring for both sides was the
story as the starters led 12-10
after the first quarter.
The score was reset in the
second and this was where senior
forward Rob Jones took over for
the blue squad as he drained two
mid-range jumpers before hitting
back-to-back three pointers a
short while later. Redshirt fresh-
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